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Elmer T. Adrian --THORSON'S BAY, fiction novel published by an American poet for first time in U.S.
history, when he was almost 90 years old .... although he had been writing and publishing poetry for over 40
years.
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(click on image above to download your own copy of the novel in PDF
format)
Book jacket copy from 2001 printing by Vantage Press, NYC
"Thorson's Bay, by Elmer T. Adrian, is a love story--combining romantic and spiritual love.
It is the story of the love and caring for the country of his birth, that is, the Minnesota lakes
area and timberlands.
A minister, just out of seminary, starts a new church and, with the help of a select few
whom he has drawn closest to, reaches out to the community to save the area from
commercial devastation by a ruthless global conglomerate, MONARCH INC. His church
assignments take him, with his select few, to other areas, where he makes a positive
difference. In this, the author's first published novel at age 90, after 30 years of writing and
publishing poems, the characters are finely drawn and individualistic. The story has energy
and purpose, driving toward its powerful climax.
ELMER T. ADRIAN resides in Iowa, and is retired from a career in jewelry manufacturing
and fine jewelry repairs. Married to Dorothy, with two grown children [Mark Adrian and
Richard Adrian], the author enjoys writing poetry, and playing golf.
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Bryan Adrian, grand nephew of Elmer Adrian, some of his writings can be found at this link....
David H. Adrian is nephew of Elmer Adrian. David Adrian was in two 'near' end-of-the-world COLD WAR
scenarios. As pilot in the Wake Island emergency Air Force Cold War bomber crash landing of the early 1960s,
and the training of the Korean Airline pilots in the early 1980s, one of whom ended up flying into Soviet Air
space in 1983 causing the KAL007 commercial jet to disintegrate and disappear forever. Read more here....

